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ABSTRACT 
Let S,, be the set of all n x n real symmetric matrices. We give a complete 
characterization of the set of matrix-eonvex functions defined on S,, We also consider 
connections between matrix monotonicity in the Lowner sense and matrix convexity. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let S,, be the set of all n x n real valued symmetric matrices, and 
II,, c S,, be the set of symmetric projections P (P” = P). For A, B E S,, we 
say that A < B if B - A is nonnegative definite. In [2] Berezin asks for the 
characterization of all real functions f such that 
f(PAP) < Pf(A)P (1) 
for every A E S,, and P E II,. Berezin remarks that the set of these functions 
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is Irot etrlpty, since f(s) = x2. satisfies (1). That is, 
The alwve inequality implies that f(x) = - x’/’ satisfies (1) for all 
:I z 0. Indeed, conilCne the famous result of Liiwner [4] and (2) to deduce 
If M-e detmte in the above ineqmlity A” = H, we get 
P( - B’,‘?)P >, - (PHP)? (:3) 
the die flmction x,’ does not satisfy (1). This can l)e 
following: Let c ,, . , c,, he ati orthonornd set of 
OII the other hand 
easily \eetr from the 
eigerlcectors of P, and denote MC = IL‘. Then 
PB”JP < ( PBP )’ “y 
II, 
(( PAP)‘r, L.) = (APu_z, Ptc) = C (sir,, u,)( w, c,)( I(‘. c,), I~I = rank P. 
I i-1 
I)llt y = ( y,, , y,, ), y, = (IL‘, u, ), i = I,. , II. One easily deduces that the 
qldratic form ill y given by the expression 
(3) 
k Imt positive definite, 1,ecause the coefficient matrix of the alwve form has 
son1e 2 X 2 negative minors. 
111 this paper we characterize completely the functions f which satisfy (1) 
for all positive integers ti. It turn5 out that these fnnctiolls are precisely the 
rrkatrix convex fundions on S,,: 
f(B)+f(C) 
2 ’ 
(3 
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for all II, which satisfy the additional condition 
f(0) < 0. (6) 
The convex function on S,, were characterized by Krauss [O]. 
MAIN KESULTS 
Let A be a block diagonal matrix diag( H, C). Then 
f(diag(B,C)) = diag(f(H), .f(C)). 
:\ssume that A=(u,~);E$,. Call A,=(o,~);” and A,=(u,,)::,, ,. That 
is, A, and A, are the principal submatrices of n consisting of the first ))I 
rows and columns and the last n - m rows and columns of A respectively. 
Pick 11p a projection P = diag( I,,, , O), where I,,, is the ~1 x ~1 identity matrix. 
Then (1) implies (6) and the inequality 
f(A,) <f(A),. 
Note that for any orthogonal matrix Q we have the equality 
f(QAQ“) = QfWQ’. 
11s any P E S,, is orthogonally similar to the projectiou diag( I,,, ,O), the above 
identity yields that (1) is equivalent to (6)-(7). Since (7) is invariant rmdel 
the translation f(x) + f(x)+ u, it is enough to study (7). Let 
f:(a,h)+lR. (8) 
Then f(A) is defined for all A E S,, whose spectrum lies in ((I, /I), i.e. 
spec A c (a, 17 ). The Cauchy interlacing theorem implies that spec 21, c 
((I, I?). 
LEMMA 1. I,& f he of the fimn (8), cd ussun~c thut (7) holds fiw tr!l 
A E s,,,, such that spec A c (a, h). TIzen the inequality (5) holds jbr ~111 
H, C E S,,, if spec R, spec C C (0, h ). 
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Proof. For B, C E S,,, let 
L\ = Q diag( H, C) Q”, Q=CQij)y> QII=Qlg= -Q,,=Q’l=& 
It then follows that 
H+C 
A,= __ 
2 ’ f(A,)=f(~), 
f(A) =Qf(chdR,C))Q“, 
f(B)+f(C) 
f(A), = 2 . 
I%ow (*5) follows. a 
Proof. For A E S,, choose D = diag( I ,,,, - I,, ,,,), H = A, C = 11AD. 
The11 
'H+C 
fi I __ =diag(f(A,), f(A3)), 2 
f(H)+f(C) f(A)+Uf(A)D 
= 
2 2 
=di~(f(A)~,f(A)~), 
and the lemma follows. n 
THEOREM 1. Let f: (u, h ) + R. 2%sn the inequillity (7) holds fi)r my 
rtvrl symlu~trk nultrix A whose sprctrunl lies in the intmml (u, 17) if clntl 
oil/y if f is (I cwnoex function on the interacil ((1, 17). Thiit is, the inequtility 
(5) /ioltls for ~11 red synmetric nutrices R nnrl C whose spcc‘tnm lies iit the 
i/itcrr-ni ((1, 17). 
COROLLARY. Let u < 0 < h. Asszmr? that f: [n, I?) + R md f is corltinw 
ous trt x = N. Then the inequulity (1) holds for my ml1 symmetric A, 
\pec rt C ((I, h ), iinil my real syiriirwtric projection P if mid only if (6) cintl 
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unrl c 1c110sr 
f(x) = - X’P 
satisfies the inequality (1). By the Corollary it follows that f(x) is a matrix 
convex function on [0, co). This apparently is not a trivial consequence of the 
known criteria for matrix convexity. See for example Bendat and Sherman 
[ 11. We now generalize this observation. Recall that a function f: D + R is 
called matrix increasing on D if for any A, B E S,, such that spec A, spec R C D 
the inequality A < B implies f(A) < f(B). The matrix increasing functions 
were completely characterized by Lijwner [4]. 
THEOREM 2. Let f( - f) he 0 nwtrix incrcwsing fui~ction 011 ( - x, (1 ) 
i( (I, x )). Tlwn f is 0 inutrix cower function on ( - x,(i) ((a, x)). 
Proof. If f(x) is a matrix increasing function on ( - Xx, n ), then 
~ f( - s ) is also a matrix increasing fuliction on ( - n, WC). Hence, we can 
restrict ourselves to the case where f is a matrix increasing function. By 
Theorem 1 it is enough to show the inequality (7). Let A = ((I, i);l, spec A c 
( - x, <I ), and P = diag( I,, ,,O). Assume that tl), i = 1,. . . , n - 1, are posi- 
tive numbers. Then, for 
we have the inequality 
A + D, >, PAP - D,, 
D, = diag(rl,,..., d,,_,,O) 
Indeed, it is enough to show that 
C=A-PAP+D>O, 
D, = diag(0,. . , 0, cl,, ) 
Clearly, the first (n - 1) x (n - 1) principal minors of C are positive. Thrls, it 
D=diag(d, ,..., d,,). 
is left to show that det C > 0. A straightforward calculation shows that 
detC=rl, . ..d.,_, d,;+u,,,,- 
i 
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For any ))I x VI matrix R denote 1)~ H, the (~1 - 1) x (111 - 1) principal 
slllmatrix of H consisting of the first III - 1 rows and mlu~nns of 13. :I\ .f is a 
nratrix iiicreasing function, 
for sndl emugh cl,, . . . , d ,, , and a big enough cl,,. III partic& 
Let cl, + 0, i = 1,. , rl - 1, and deduce 
This proves the inequality (7) in case that A I = An. Apply the operatim v to 
the alwve illequality and use the previous arguments to get 
Contiulle this process to deduce (7) in general. q 
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